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Car Kills Pedestrian, Plows Through Students’ Home

BY CHRISTINA M. WRIGHT

Just seconds after Armand Coller, a pharmacy graduate student at Howard, concluded his studies to the side of his room away from the street, a Honda Pilot suddenly zoomed through his bathroom window.

Coller and his house mate, Donovan Adams, a dentistry student, were not injured. But, an adult male pedestrian that reportedly ran into an adjacent building after stepping outside was responsible for his death.

As an adult male, allegedly intoxicated, ran a red light, a grey Honda Civic and jumped a curb before crossing into the brownstone on the corner of Florida Avenue and 11th Street in Northeast D.C., according to Mr. Fitte, public information officer for the Department of Consumer and Regulatory Affairs, the entire 200 block might have to be boarded up.

"The integrity of the building was put up at jeopardy by the presence of the vehicle," Hubbard said.

Quartermann, 41, inherited the building from his late mother, who graduated from Howard to study medicine, a black architect built the brownstone in 1900 and the finished renovations of the basement last November. He would like building to be restored, not destroyed.

"I would like to bring someone in to see if the house can be saved," he said. "This is a historical building, not at the turn of the century. It is a classic building.

Quartermann, a lawyer from Washington, D.C., said "Anyone who did this should not be able to do it again."

A number of students were present on the scene, including 24-year-old John Howard I, a student from Freetown, Sierra Leone, who said the event was "sad, disgusting and a true wake-up call for what is taking place... in the modern society."

The Home may have been "dismantled," said Mr. Quartermann. "An investigation of the incident is pending."
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Students

Mourn Journalist’s Death

BY DREW COSTLEY

Many Howard students reflected on the tragic Oct 60 Minutes correspondent, Ed Bradley, who died Thursday at the age of 65.

Bradley worked for CBS for 35 years, including 25 years as a correspondent for 60 Minutes, during which he broke down several barriers for blacks in the media and won a number of awards for his work.

As the first African-American correspondent, Bradley anchored 20 magazine, a Lifetime Achievement Award, and four Peabody Awards.

The Howard Journalist, the Howard University student newspaper, ran a story on the death of the legendary journalist.

"When I heard the news I thought of the many great people I met throughout my career," said Howard President Thrasher. "Ed was one of those people who inspired others to reach for greatness."

Bradley, 65, set the tone for black journalists, shedding light on issues important to the black community as well as providing a black perspective on world news.

"Ed was a great colleague, a friend and a mentor to many of us," said Howard students. "We will miss him dearly and continue to honor his legacy.

The Howard Journalist reported on the death of Ed Bradley, a journalist, who passed away on October 7th, 2006. The article was written by Drew Costley, and it was published in the November 13, 2006 issue of The Hilltop, the Daily Student Voice of Howard University.
The holiday season is near, and many students are planning to return home for the Thanksgiving holiday. Although the holiday season is a time to be spent with family and friends, some students are busy working to finance their expenses through work and school. The thought of home and family is not far from mind, but it will not help pay for college or rent for housing for the holidays. Consequently, students, who are often the majority of students struggling to find internships in their fields, are taking advantage of Thanksgiving breaks to work. 

Senior biology major Alexander Coyle said, "I'm going to be working in Chicago this Thanksgiving. I'll be working from Tuesday to Thursday."

"My onions are really small and green, but I'm going to be able to go back to California," said Alice Avgon, a sophomore biology major. "I'm going to be working on a stress test for my professor about 45-50 miles from home."

"But I think there's still a lot of time left before the holidays," said Avgon. "I have just finished finals and I'm beginning a new course."

Architecture majors are told from day one that giving up a good night's sleep and a social life can be a sacrifice that students might have to make as they excel in their major. 

"When you're busy with school, you have to make sacrifices," said Aradell, a sophomore writing major. 

"I'm actually driving back to North Carolina with one of my best friends here at Howard," said Ardell. "I'm glad that she's able to find an alternative plan to stay and have a good time."

Many students often feel themselves going a whole semester without seeing their family because of financial hardships. 

"My roommate and I miss each other, but I don't know when we will be able to see each other again," said Aradell. 

Although many students are happy to work during the holidays, some students are not able to enjoy their time with their families. 

"I enjoy the holidays, but I'm not able to see my family," said Aradell. 

"I think I'd rather have a good night's sleep and go back to see my family," said Aradell. 

Architecture majors are told to forget about their social life and to focus on their studies. 

"I spend the most time with family and friends," said Aradell. 

"I think people say that the above cited fields are not ideal for students."
Looking for a career instead of just a job?

We're RSM McGladrey, the professional services firm for people on the move, with over 7,000 of the brightest minds in the industry. With a focus on midsize companies, we provide valuable exposure, sooner, to the challenges and rewards of developing innovative solutions to enhance our clients' businesses. Want a career that's challenging and inspiring, instead of run-of-the-mill? Learn more at rsmmcgladrey.com.

RSM McGladrey

ACCOUNTING • TAX • BUSINESS CONSULTING

INVESTMENT BANKING?

ARE YOUR PRECONCEPTIONS STOPPING YOU FROM MAKING THE MOST OF YOUR CAREER?

THE WALL STREET ERA OF THE PINSTRIPE, CHAR-CHOMPING OLD BOYS' NETWORK IS LONG GONE. JPMORGAN IS SHATTERING ANY LINGERING PERCEPTION, BY ENERGETICALLY SEEKING THE NEXT GENERATION OF OUTSTANDING WOMEN TO GO INTO INVESTMENT BANKING, SALES, TRADING, AND RESEARCH. IF YOU THINK YOU COULD BE ONE OF THEM, FIND OUT MORE BY ATTENDING OUR WINNING WOMEN EVENT FOR JUNIORS AND SOPHOMORES. YOU'LL GET A CHANCE TO ASK QUESTIONS, GET RECRUITING TIPS, JOB-SHADOW AND NETWORK. MORE THAN THAT, YOU'LL FIND OUT HOW TO FOLLOW IN THEIR FOOTSTEPS.

Open to all majors. Apply by sending your resume to women's.day@jpmorgan.com by Thursday, November 16.

jpmorgan.com/careers

THIS IS WHERE YOU NEED TO BE.

jpmorgan.com/careers

Winning Women Event

December 6, 2-4 p.m.

New York City, JPMorgan Headquarters

Transportation provided

At JPMorgan, we're equal opportunity employers. All rights reserved.
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AFFIRMATIVE ACTION BANNED IN MICHIGAN

THE NEWS: Propose it, a ballot initiative that bans Michigan affirmative
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voters who went to the polls last week. It passed in the state with 52.6 percent
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Sony VAIO TX Series: The Smallest Laptop of All

BY MONICA HARRIS

The Sony VAIO TX Series laptop is convenient due to its size and extra features, such as Bluetooth technology, yet its costly price tag may make consumers question the practicality of the new VAIOs.

The Sony VAIO TX Series laptop is convenient due to its size and extra features, such as Bluetooth technology, yet its costly price tag may make consumers question the practicality of the new VAIOs.

Large red, white, and blue letters spell out "VAIO" on the lid and "Sony" in large white, blue, and red letters on the side of the laptop. The laptop is open and the screen is visible. The keyboard is visible and there is a touchpad on the right side of the laptop.

BY SHARICE CRUMLEY

With "VAIO" in bold white letters on the lid and "Sony" in large red, white, and blue letters on the side of the laptop, the Sony VAIO TX Series laptop is convenient due to its size and extra features, such as Bluetooth technology, yet its costly price tag may make consumers question the practicality of the new VAIOs.

The Samsung GALAXY S III smartphone is shown with a black case. The phone is displayed in a close-up view, focusing on the front screen and keyboard. The phone is held vertically, and the screen displays a black background with a white home screen.

BY MORGAN LYNCH

20th Century Fox

"The day has come to build up to 60 GBs and in a speed of 1.44 Mbytes. Today, life in the electronics market ranges from seven to nine hours. Sony VAIOs excel with Windows XP Professional installed as the operating system.

Sony VAIOs have been marketed with a number of special features, such as Bluetooth technology, making them extremely convenient for use.

A small, sleek laptop with a red, white, and blue "VAIO" logo on the lid is open. The screen is visible, and the keyboard is visible. The laptop is being held by someone's hand.
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The Hartford Financial Services Group cordially invites you to attend the Premium Audit Consultant Career Information Session.

Please join us tomorrow!

Tuesday, November 14, 2006
6:00 PM – 7:30 PM
Faculty Lounge, School of Business

Network with representatives from the Premium Audit Department to learn more about our exciting full time opportunities available in January and June 2007.

Appetizers and refreshments will be served.

Visit our job description on Monstertrak for more details to apply!

**Open to all Majors**
Bison Look for Trust and Support in 2006-07

BY ETHR MCCREARY

The coming season's basketball team is led by a returning point guard and a young, talented team that is believed to be ready to see a season again.

Coach Gil Jackson is returning for his second season at Howard. This time equipped with a young and talented group of players, Jackson feels that he and his team are now a more cohesive unit. This is due in part to two new freshmen basketball players who are returning from last season's game plan. Jackson said.

However, Jackson says it is not enough for the team to trust him. They have to get to know each other. "They're not that old. Oh, they've had to do the same thing in terms of basketball. It's just a matter of knowing when they can get the ball and when they can't." He said that a season change from last season is the consensus among the Bison.

"We're more of a team this year. We don't go off and do our own thing," Jackson said.

The team's overall performance for the program, ranking one of the most highly featured programs, has been under investigation for years, Jackson says. Those freshmen make up a big part of the team's offense.

"We have a lot of off season training that we do for the freshmen. They have been able to really get in shape during the off season," Jackson said.

Jackson believes that the new team has a good chance of winning to make contributions starting with the first game of the season.

"We want to get our kids out there as much as possible. We want them to have experience," Jackson said. "I keep thinking about how last season with a knee injury, we were the unfortunate victims of the game." Jackson went on to say that the offense was not the worst of the team's problems.

"Our defense was good, but our offense was not good," Jackson said.

Jackson feels that he and his team are now tough for the team to trust him. He said that a season change from last season is the consensus among the Bison.
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"EVEN MY GRANDMA READS THE HILLTOP..."
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Stand Up for Your Rights

Thursday we were proud to support the movement of our student government and students to mobilize campus and affirmative action.

The Hilltop and Daily Sudoku Directions: Each row, each column, and each 3x3 box must contain each and every digit 1-9 exactly once.
I HILL TOPIC S

Hilltopics every Monday, Wednesday and Friday. The first 20 words are $10 and $.25 for each additional word.

ALL CLASSIFIED ADS MUST BE SUBMITTED SEVEN DAYS IN ADVANCE. Payment acceptable by cash or check. Any questions please contact The Hilltop Business Office (202) 806-4749 or by e-mail www.hilltopbusiness@gmail.com.

THE GENTLEMEN OF PI KAPPA ALPHA PRESENT: PIKE WEEK 2006 14TH - 18TH NOVEMBER TUESDAY "WHO ARE THESE PIKES?" PANEL DISCUSSION INTRARACIAL FRATERNITY - IS IT POSSIBLE? DGH 116 7:00PM WEDNESDAY "POLICE RELATIONS, THE YOUNG BLACK MALE AND THE POLICE." DREW HALL LOUNGE 8:00PM THURSDAY "THE BASICS OF STARTING YOUR OWN BUSINESS" DGH 204 7:00PM FRIDAY GAME NIGHT BLACKBURN RECREATION CENTRE 7:00PM

THE COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING, ARCHITECTURE, AND COMPUTER SCIENCES PRESENTS: CEACS WEEK 2006 11/12/06 CALL TO CHAPEL 11/13/06 11AM - 1PM LUNCH WITH THE STUDENT COUNCIL LKD 2019 11/14/06 12 - 3PM UNVEILED: EXPLORING WHAT CEACS STUDENTS AND FACULTY DO. LKD LOBBY 11/15/06 5:30PM - 6:30PM TOWN HALL MEETING THE STATE OF CEACS. LKD 2019 11/16/06 7PM GAMES NIGHT MIX, MINGLE AND EAT WEDNESDAY "POLICE RELATIONS, THE YOUNG BLACK MALE AND THE POLICE." DREW HALL LOUNGE 8:00PM THURSDAY "THE BASICS OF STARTING YOUR OWN BUSINESS" DGH 204 7:00PM FRIDAY GAME NIGHT BLACKBURN RECREATION CENTRE 7:00PM

THE COLLEGE OF ARTS & SCIENCES STUDENT COUNCIL PRESENTS: "SPRINGING FORWARD: AN INTROSPECTIVE COUNCIL EVALUATION" November 9th 2006 PHYSICS AUDITORIUM 7:00 PM REFRESHMENTS WILL BE SERVED BABY, I WANT TO BE THE WATER IN YOUR BATH

S.O.C. STUDENT COUNCIL WILL BE COLLECTING MONEY FOR OUR "ADOPT-A-FAMILY" PROGRAM. ALL FUNDS WILL BE PLACED ON A GIANT'S GIFT CARD FOR OUR FAMILY TO HAVE A BIG THANKSGIVING MEAL THIS YEAR. ALL DONATIONS CAN BE GIVEN TO A STUDENT COUNCIL STAFF MEMBER OR DROPPED OFF AT THE STUDENT COUNCIL OFFICE IN ROOM 118 OF THE SCHOOL OF COMMUNICATIONS.

THE HOWARD UNIVERSITY CHAPEL ASSOCIATES PRESENT CA WEEN 2006 THE PERFECT B.L.E.N.D. OF FAITH AND FIRE. BRIDGING LEADERSHIP, ENGAGEMENT & NEVER-ENDING DvBT TO THE STAFF'S WALK WITH CARE.

THE COLLEGE OF ARTS & SCIENCES STUDENT COUNCIL PRESENTS: "SPRINGING FORWARD: AN INTROSPECTIVE COUNCIL EVALUATION" November 9th 2006 PHYSICS AUDITORIUM 7:00 PM REFRESHMENTS WILL BE SERVED BABY, I WANT TO BE THE WATER IN YOUR BATH

PLEASE ATTEND THE HU RED CROSS BLOOD DRIVE TODAY, MONDAY, NOVEMBER 13TH, BLACKBURN BALLROOM 10AM-4PM

WARRANT OFFICER FLIGHT TRAINING

If you are 19-28 years old, have a high school diploma and are otherwise qualified, you may apply to the WARRANT OFFICER FLIGHT TRAINING program and learn to fly one of the Army's sophisticated helicopters. You may qualify for $37,224 for college through the Montgomery GI Bill. To find out more, contact THE Warrant Officer Flight Training Program.

PARENT MODELING SEMINAR DECEMBER 2, 2006 IN BETHESDA, MD Metro Accessible/Free Parking Get the Facts Before You Invest Entry Fees Presentation, Meal, Gift Bag and More! Events by: AIM CARINE SIMON, LLC 5505 CONNECTICUT AVENUE, NW #827 WASHINGTON, DC 20015 Email: info@eventsbysimon.com Website: www.eventsbysimon.com Call: 202-686-9700

WANT TO BE A VOLUNTEER? JOIN COAS STUDENT COUNCIL ON NOVEMBER 14TH, 2006 LOCKE HALL RM #105, 7:00PM

TODAY'S HILLTOP BUDGET MEETING HAS BEEN RESCHEDULED FOR TUESDAY AT 7PM, PLEASE ATTEND!!

Pageantry

Are you thinking about joining pageantry? Have you heard that you have what it takes to be a pageant beauty queen? Considering competing in a pageant? The next step is learning all about pageantry, the world of beauty pageants. You should attend "An Insider's View to Pageantry-Modeling" Saturday, December 2, 2006 The American Legion of Bethesda-Morning or Afternoon Session Located between Bethesda Medical Center Metro on the Red Line Register Now At: www.eventsbysimon.com 202-686-9700 Presentation, reserve materials, lap head, gift bag, opportunity for complimentary facial and the chance to win a Montgomery Mall Gift Card and more prizes. Register Now. Limited seating. Learn the facts before you spend money on entry fee and classes! The Hilltop